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Overview

- Semester 1: Digital Humanities 1 (12 sessions, 24 h)
- Semester 2: Collaborative Project (6 sessions, 12 h)
- Semester 3: Digital Humanities 2 (12 sessions, 24 h)
- Semester 4: Personal Projects (6 sessions, 12 h)

S1 & S3 Classes
- Readings: tutorials, theory, history
- Bibliography management: Zotero, Zotero group, citation styles
- Project analysis: Greek and Latin online libraries
- Linked Ancient World Data: spatial data, prosopography
- Scholarly editing
- Introduction to textual analysis: statistics, graphical representation, corpus exploration (Greek TLG and Latin PHI indexes, Demothenes and Cicero)
- Computer-assisted pastiches, imitating features statistically identified in the original texts

Digital literacy elements (character encoding, naming, plain text, Unix commands, versioning, shared folders and files, etc.) are gradually integrated as students practice editing and analysis:
- Recreate traditional scholarly editing in Markdown, HTML, TEI XML (S1)
- Discover computer-assisted analytical and visualisation methods with the Voyant Tools software environment, then work in a literate programming framework implemented in R Markdown: corpus preparation, frequencies, correlations, word clouds, clustering, word distribution, topic modelling (S3)

S2 & S4 Projects
- Collaborative Projects: encode and analyse place names in a Late Latin poem on the Pelagios Project platform, Recogito; prototype an online edition/exhibition of passages selected in the Odyssey, with the students of another MA specialised in Web design
- Personal Projects: corpus and text analysis for the final research mémoire

Context

In 2014 the Classics Master programme at Paris-Nanterre University, France, evolved and was renamed “HUMANITÉS CLASSIQUES ET HUMANITÉS NUMÉRIQUES.” It is now also available for distance learning, via videocast and a Moodle environment.

- Why?
  - Seize the occasion of the European LMD curricular reform.
  - Take advantage of the presence of a faculty member “doing digital humanities” (me).
  - Save endangered classical humanities, one programme at a time?

The course aims at embedding Digital Humanities into PHILOLOGY, the traditional backbone of classical studies. I could design it and experiment quite freely. It is a work in progress.

My main sources of inspiration are online syllabi and course materials, as well as publications like the following:

Questions

Here are some aspects of the current development of Digital Humanities pedagogy that make comparison difficult but essential:
- As a separate enterprise or within established disciplines
- With or without infrastructural, collegial or cross-departmental support
- Various time formats
- Different modes of external collaboration

This experience makes me reflect on specific points:
- With no technical support, much time is lost
- Integrate distance learning is tricky
- Establishing a link to other seminars in the programme is still a goal: methodology, critical editing, linguistics, literature
- Keep small groups: vital to the model, perhaps not sustainable
- Students have very heterogeneous levels and motivations (or: there are no digital humanities natives)
- Several teachers should be involved (in progress)
- Institutional strategy: go beyond DH as a trend
- Collaboration is a great experience in itself, but often a frustrating one: communication, schedules, unfinished tasks
- More hours than a specialised introduction (e.g. to the TEI), less than an intensive training or a full DH programme: more time is needed for collaborative projects; non-textual dimensions are neglected
- Competences and professional value: is it an intellectual or a professional training?